CCDM update

Getting our data right
As the Care Capacity Demand
Management (CCDM)
programme progresses we are
focusing on making sure our
data is completely accurate for
both our patient acuity and
staff activities.
CCDM uses data from many sources including
payroll and SQUARE. FTE calculations are based
on our TrendCare data so it is essential that it
is accurate. An acuity-based staffing system
regulates the number of nurses, midwives and
healthcare assistants on a shift, according to
patients' needs.

The ‘allocate staff’ screen
This screen shows the activity of the staff on
the ward. Nurses, midwives and health care
assistants are not always available for a full
eight hours to provide nursing care. They
transfer patients between wards, to x-ray,
from PACU, to NICU. They help with moving
beds to accommodate more patients, assist
with keeping the environment clean and tidy,
carry out checks on equipment and drugs. It is
important to record all of this ‘extra’ activity so

that the actual total hours required to keep the
ward running and the total hours available to
provide patient care are accurate.
The acuity of the patients comes from the
‘inpatient shift data’ screen. The ‘allocate staff’
and ‘inpatient shift data’ screens provide the
overall picture of hours required and hours
available for the ward.

What does the allocate staff
screen show?
“It helps the entire ward to demonstrate the
activities, other than direct clinical care, that
occur on a shift by shift basis. It provides a
clearer picture for the whole of the hospital and
managers as to what happens in our ward.
“There are clear benefits for the transparency
and accuracy of reflective data.
“Improved use of the allocate staff screen has
addressed the teams impression that TrendCare
wasn’t accurately reflecting the amount of work
they do in a shift and demonstrates that there
is more to nursing than ‘clinical in department’
(providing clinical care).”
Stuart Whitaker,
Charge nurse manager ward 5 north.
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